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Abstract: This collection contains records from Out/Look: National Lesbian & Gay Quarterly from 1987 to 1992 and Out/Write Conferences from 1990 to 1992. The records are divided into 8 series: Writer's Files; Board Files; Development; Out/Write Conference; Surveys; Artwork; Editor's Files; and Unpublished Manuscripts.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
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Acquisition Information
Scope and Content of Collection
This collection contains records from Out/Look: National Lesbian & Gay Quarterly from 1987 to 1992 and Out/Write Conferences from 1990 to 1992. The records are divided into 8 series: Writer’s Files; Board Files; Development; Out/Write Conference; Surveys; Artwork; Editor's Files; and Unpublished Manuscripts. There are a wide range of materials in the collection, including organizational records; correspondence; Board materials and meeting minutes; financial records; grant materials; circulation information; personnel records; publicity files; editorial content; production files; writings; artist’s files; conference materials and audiotapes; subject files; newscuttings; photographs, and artifacts including a T-shirt, mugs, and pin.
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